EC1410 – Spring 2022
Midterm
8:30-9:30am, March 16, 2022
Matt Turner
You will have 60 minutes to complete this exam. No notes or books are allowed but you may use
a calculator. Cell phones and any device with a wireless connection must be off. Anyone still
working on their exam after time is called will be subject to an automatic 10 point penalty.
When you write up your answers, your goal should be to (1) be correct, and (2) convince your
reader that your answer is correct. Answers which do not achieve these goals will not be awarded
full credit. To accomplish the second objective, it is helpful if your work is legible and if all steps
are presented, possibly with a line of explanation. Total points =100/Share of total grade =20%.
Points assigned to each problem are indicated in parentheses.
This exam has TWO pages.
1. Consider the monocentric city model without housing. Let w = 10, l = 1, pc = 1, R
= 1, and u(c) = c1/2 .
(a) (20) Assume that the city is open to migration and that u = 1. Solve for
i. x, the distance from the center to the edge of the city.
ii. R(x) the equilibrium land rent gradient.
iii. N , the equilibrium population of the city.
(b) (20) Draw graph with x-axis distance to the CBD, and y-axis expenditure/consumption. Illustrate and label
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Reservation level of consumption, c∗ .
Residential and rural land rent.
Commute costs.
Aggregate land rent.
Wage.

(c) (10) Assume that the city is closed to migration and that population is fixed at
N = 10.
i. x, the distance from the center to the edge of the city.
ii. R(x) the equilibrium land rent gradient.
iii. N , the equilibrium population of the city.
(d) (5) If wages increase, what will happen to land rent and utility in the open
city? What about in the closed city?
(e) (5) Why is aggregate land rent a good measure of welfare in an open city?
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2. Suppose that pre and post pandemic annual rental prices for an average house at
the CBD are R0 = 24000 and R1 = 21,600 (where the ‘1’ subscript is ‘post’, and the
‘0’ subscript is ‘pre’). Suppose that the cooresponding sale prices for these houses
are P0 = 800,000 and 780,000,
(a) (10) Find the percentage change in asset (sales) prices implied by the change
in rental prices assuming an interest rate of ρ = 0.03.
(b) (10) Compare the percentage change you have just calculated to the realized
price change in asset prices. Does this comparison suggest that the pandemic
induced change in rental prices will be permanent? Explain briefly.
3. This problem will use what we know about the ratio of consumption between rural
and urban areas in the developing world to determine what the implied ratio of
rural to urban amenities must be according to the monocentric city model.
Henderson and Turner (2020) report that the density elasticity of household income
in the developing world is around 32%. Using this estimate, moving from a density
of 1,000 people per square kilometer to 20,000 people per square kilometer (the 10th
and 80th percentiles of the density distribution in Sub-Saharan Africa) increases
household income by a factor of about 2.6.
Let AU and AR be rural and urban amenities. Farmers do not commute and assume
∗ =w .
agricultural land rent is zero, so that cR
R
Assume an open monocentric city with wR , wU , l = 1, pc = 1, R = 0, u(Ac) =
ln(Ac − 1) and commute costs t.
(a) (5) Assume use the requirement that utility be the same for urban and rural
∗.
residents to find an expression for AR /AU in terms of wR , and cU
∗ in terms of
(b) (5) Use the monocentric city model to find an expression for cU
WR , t, and x.

(c) (5) Suppose that households spend 1/2 of their income commuting (this is
2tx
much greater than what we observe) so that w
= 0.5. Use this assumption,
U
together with your results above, to evaluate the fraction

AR
AU .

(d) (5) Does this ratio of rural to urban amenities make sense for the modern
developing world? Explain briefly.
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